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Additional Information

Official Selection: 
•Berlin International Film Festival
•Hong Kong International Film Festival
•Beaune Film Festival
•L'Étrange Festival
•Helsinki International Film Festival
•Berlin Film Festival 

"Hollywood-slick... garnished by distinctly 
Korean action scenes..."
-Variety

"Compelling thriller"
-VC Cinema

"Caustic.  No holds barred. One of the most 
accomplished Korean films for some time".
-Beyond Hollywood

Year

2010

SRP

$24.98

Special Features & Extras

16x9 anamorphic video, letterboxed in the original aspect ratio, ON/
OFF English subtitles, Trailer.

Director

Seung-wan Ryoo

Studio

Pathfinder Home Ent

Rating

NR

Carton Qty

30

Duration

119 min

Cast

Jeong-min Hwang, Seung-beom Ryoo, Hae-
jin Yoo, Ho-jin Cheon, Dong-seok Ma, Don-
gi Woo

Format

16x9 (Letterboxed 2.35:1)

DVD Cover

Romance Drama

Crime Thriller

TITLE

The Unjust

CAT No.

PH-92989

UPC

825307929898

Sale Date

Dec 11, 2012

Language

Korean w. ON/OFF Eng. subs

Order Date

Nov 13, 2012

Media Format

DVD-5

Synopsis

A serial killer targeting elementary school students is on the loose—
and 5 victims means even the president gets involved in the 
investigation. When the most probable suspect dies in custody and 
the case looks like it’s reached a dead end, high ranking police brass 
decide to create a killer—and anyone will do. Though Detective 
CHOI Cheol-gi boasts an incredible number of arrests over his 
career his rank never showed it. He was framed and demoted for 
another crime and decides that this is his last chance at professional 
redemption. He makes a deal with mob boss JANG Seok-gu, who he 
has been investigating, and together they decide to set up one of the 
existing suspects as the serial killer. The only hurdle in their plan is 
public prosecutor JU Yang, who takes on the case. JU himself had 
been involved in a deal with the boss of a rival criminal organization, 
and President Kim wants CHOI dismissed from his position. When 
the secret deals and back alley agreements start to come to light, it 
only serves to drag CHOI, JU, JANG, and KIM deeper and deeper 
into a dark hole of questionable ethics and abuse of the law.


